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ABSTRACT

While XML has been widely adopted for information shar-
ing over the Internet, the need for efficient XML access con-
trol naturally arise. Various XML access control enforce-
ment mechanisms have been proposed in the research com-
munity, such as view-based approaches and pre-processing
approaches. Each category of solutions has its inherent ad-
vantages and disadvantages. For instance, view based ap-
proach provides high performance in query evaluation, but
suffers from the view maintenance issues.

To remedy the problems, we propose a hybrid approach,
namely HyXAC: Hybrid XML Access Control. HyXAC pro-
vides efficient access control and query processing by maxi-
mizing the utilization of available (but constrained) resources.
HyXAC first uses the pre-processing approach as a baseline
to process queries and define sub-views. In HyXAC, views
are not defined in a per-role basis, instead, a sub-view is
defined for each access control rule, and roles with iden-
tical rules would share the sub-view. Moreover, HyXAC
dynamically allocates the available resources (memory and
secondary storage) to materialize and cache sub-views to im-
prove query performance. With intensive experiments, we
have shown that HyXAC optimizes the usage of system re-
source, and improves the performance of query processing.

Categories and Subject Descriptors

H.2.7 [Database Management]: Database Administra-
tion

Keywords

Security, XML, Access control, View

1. INTRODUCTION
The eXtensible Markup Language (XML) has become very

popular for information sharing in the Internet age. It was
designed to store and transport semi-structured data. Due
to the increased use of XML documents over the web, the
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need to secure these documents has increased. In a multi-
user system, where the information is being shared across
users who have different access rights, it is very important
to implement a security model that gives controlled access
to the authorized users. XML access control was introduced
to suit this purpose. XML access control research could be
roughly categorized into access control models and access
control enforcement mechanisms. Access control models de-
fine how access control rules are specified (e.g. how to spec-
ify “who can access which information under what circum-
stances”), and how such rules should be enforced (e.g. how to
handle conflict rules.) Meanwhile, enforcement mechanisms
implement such access control rules for XML databases.
Various access control models and enforcement mechanisms
have been proposed in the research community. In this pa-
per, we focus on XML access control enforcement.

There are different categories of enforcement mechanisms
proposed in the literature [22], such as built-in approaches,
the pre-processing approaches, view-based approaches, and
postprocessing approaches. In particular, the view-based
approaches, as the most conventional mechanism, create and
manage views for every user/role by making a (virtual) copy
of all the data that are accessible by the user/role. All
the queries are evaluated on the views of the correspond-
ing roles. The pre-processing approaches modify incoming
user queries to new“safe” queries, which request only autho-
rized data. Such queries can then be evaluated on the XML
document without any further security protection. Post pro-
cessing approaches evaluate all the queries from the user on
the database and get “unsafe” results. Once the results are
obtained, they are pruned to discard unauthorized nodes.
While all these approaches are secure, each category has
its own advantages and disadvantages. In particular, the
view-based approaches are considered the fastest for query
processing (with materialized views) because queries are an-
swered by smaller documents (views). However, view main-
tenance becomes an issue – it is non-trivial to maintain and
synchronize a large number of views. On the other hand, the
pre-processing approaches introduce minimum overhead for
access control enforcement. However, queries are still evalu-
ated against the original XML documents – query process-
ing could be slow when the documents are large, especially
when caching or indexing is not well supported in the XML
DBMS. To the best of our knowledge, there is no approach
that tries to utilize multiple XML access control enforcement
mechanisms to provide a hybrid solution, which combines
the advantages of mechanisms from different categories.
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In this paper, we introduce a hybrid approach for XML ac-
cess control, namely HyXAC, which combines pre-processing
and view-based approaches to provide secure and efficient
query processing, as well as maximize the utility of avail-
able resources. The HyXAC approach first adopts the pre-
processing approach (in particular, the QFilter approach [23,
24]) as the baseline to process the queries. Unlike conven-
tional view-based approaches that construct a view for each
role, HyXAC defines a sub-view for every positive access
control rule (or a set of rules). A query accepted by a pos-
itive access control rule is evaluated on the corresponding
sub-view. Fine-grained view management also allows sub-
views to be shared across multiple roles. This eliminates the
need for maintaining a view for every role, thus reducing
the number of views in the DBMS. Moreover, HyXAC en-
ables dynamic allocation of resources for materializing and
caching sub-views. Based on a cost-benefit analysis, dy-
namic view management is introduced to achieve optimal
query performance for the available resource.

The main contributions of this paper are: (1) we introduce
an XML access control enforcement mechanism that exploits
the advantages of both pre-processing and view-based mech-
anisms. (2) We are the first to propose fine-grained views
that are defined for each access control rule or a set of access
control rules, instead of a user/role. It becomes possible for
various roles to share fine-grained views, thus reduces the
redundancy of data storage and also improves query perfor-
mance. (3) We further introduce a cost-benefit model for
fine-grained view materialization. The dynamic view man-
agement approach maximizes the utilization of available re-
sources to obtain best query performance.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The back-
ground and related works are discussed in Section 2. We
present our hybrid XML access control enforcement mecha-
nism in Section 3, and the dynamic view management tech-
nique in Section 4. We show the experimental results Section
5, and then conclude the paper.

2. BACKGROUND

2.1 Related Work
The eXtensible Markup Language (XML) is a metalan-

guage that could be used to define customized markup lan-
guages [8]. Due to its flexibility and descriptive power, XML
becomes the de facto standard for information sharing over
the Internet. Meanwhile, the need for access control nat-
urally arises as the XML model gets very popular for data
management. In the literature, XML access control research
could be roughly categorized into access control modeling
and enforcement mechanisms.

An access control model defines how access control poli-
cies are specified. Some of the earlier access control models
that are widely recognized are: discretionary access control
(DAC), mandatory access control (MAC), and role based
access control (RBAC). An introduction of legacy database
access control practices could be found at [33]. In the lit-
erature, most of the XML access control approaches adopt
the RBAC [34] or attribute based access control [3] to spec-
ify the users. Meanwhile, fine-grained access control is em-
ployed so that accessibility is defined at the node level. In
pioneer works in XML access control, such as [4, 5], an ac-
cess request is defined as a triple: the subject, the object
and the access modality, which specifies whether the sub-

ject is requesting a read or a modify access. In addition
to the authorization model for XML, [18] presents an XML
access control language that integrates authorization; confi-
dentiality etc. [11] defines a 5-tuple ACR where the type is
L, R, LW (local weak), or RW (recursive weak). [31] pro-
poses a different rule-function-based access control model to
improve scalability and performance.

The access control enforcement mechanism implements
access control models. As we have introduced, existing XML
access control enforcement mechanisms could be categorized
as: engine-level, view-based, pre-processing, and postpro-
cessing. Engine-level (a.k.a. run-time) mechanisms [39,
10, 40, 15] attach an accessibility list to each node in the
XML tree, and check the list during query processing to
return only accessible nodes. Engine-level approaches re-
quire modifications to XML engine kernels and also intro-
duces extra storage and query processing overhead. They
are currently not adopted in commercial XML engines. On
the other hand, view based approaches [3, 11, 37] create a
separate copy of data for every role. Each view contains
all the nodes that can be accessed by the role. When the
user queries, the view related to that user is loaded and the
queries are answered over the view. Views are relatively
small (compared to the original document), and are faster
to load into memory. Query processing is also faster when
queries are evaluated on a much smaller XML tree. Mate-
rialized views have been employed to improve XML query
performance (e.g. [38, 1]). However, as the number of views
increases, excessive storage overhead is required to store the
views, and it becomes difficult to maintain and update these
views. In particular, although many of the roles may have
similar access control rules, the views are not shared, and
hence increase redundancy of the data being stored in the
views.

Another important category is pre-processing approaches,
including virtual view approaches. They check the queries
against access control rules before evaluating them in the
XML engine. Only safe queries are evaluated, while unsafe
queries are either rejected or rewritten. The static analy-
sis approach [27, 28] creates automata for queries, access
control rules and the XML schema, and compares the au-
tomata to decide if a query is accepted or denied. Mean-
while, the security-view approaches [12, 19, 14] publish a
schema (DTD) that only contains accessible portion of the
XML document for users to write queries. User queries on
the security view are then translated to equivalent queries on
the original XML document and evaluated in the XML en-
gine. QFilter [23] is another pre-processing mechanism that
uses NFA structures developed from access control rules to
check queries and decide if they are accepted or denied. If
a query is neither completely accepted nor rejected, QFilter
rewrites it to a safe query that only yield accessible data.
Since HyXAC employs QFilter as the baseline, we will intro-
duce more details of this approach in the next subsection.
Moreover, other mechanisms in this category include: access
condition table [29], secure query rewrite [26], policy match-
ing tree [30], etc. The pre-processing approaches pass safe
queries to the XML engine, therefore, no additional security
check is necessary. This feature allows such approaches to
be adopted by any XML engine without requiring additional
changes to the query processor.

Last but not least, postprocessing approaches (e.g. [7])
evaluate the original queries against the entire XML docu-
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ment to get unsafe answers. A postprocessing mechanism
is employed to take access control rules and prune all the
access-denied nodes from the results. This approach could
be useful for streaming XML data or subscription services.

2.2 Preliminaries

2.2.1 Access control model
XML access control modeling is not the focus of this pa-

per, hence, we adopt a relatively simple access control model
used in [24]. In this model, every access control rule (ACR)
consists of a 4-tuple:

R = {subject, object, action, sign}
where the subject denotes the role who is authorized (or de-
nied) to access the data; the object is a set of XML nodes
to be accessed; the action is the operation that can be per-
formed on the object by the given subject (ex: read, write,
update etc.); and the sign specifies whether the action can
be performed on the object or not (ex: +, −: “+” speci-
fies “access granted” and “−”specifies “access denied”). The
“−” takes precedence, when there is a conflict between rules
concerning the same node/set of nodes. When there is no
explicitly defined rule for a node then the access to that node
is denied. In this model, the object is specified using XPath
[2]. XPath is a query language used for selecting nodes in
a XML document. A more powerful XML query language,
XQuery [6], also uses XPath to access data. In this paper,
like in many other XML access control enforcement mecha-
nisms [24, 27], we use a subset of XPath that includes child
(“/”) and descendent-or-self (“//”) axes, wildcards (“*”), and
predicates (“[]”). As an example, the following rule:

R1 = {assistant, //person/name, read,+}
defines that “users of the assistant role are allowed to read
the <name> child of <person> nodes”.

2.2.2 The QFilter approach
Our HyXAC approach uses the QFilter for query pre-

processing. Hence, we briefly introduce the QFilter ap-
proach. QFilter is an NFA-based implementation for XML
access control. It first reads access control rules (ACR) as
input, builds an NFA structure using the ACR to represent
the XPath expressions that are defined as valid (i.e. access
granted) by the ACR. For an incoming query Q, it is pro-
cessed over the NFA to obtain one of three possible results:
(1) the query is accepted as is – all of the requested nodes are
accessible to the user; (2) the query is denied – none of the
requested nodes is accessible to the user; and (3) the query
is rewritten into a safe query Q′ – some of the requested
nodes are inaccessible to the user, and the new query does
not request those nodes. In case (1) and (3), the output
query is transmitted to the underlying XML engine to be
evaluated. Let us look at an example:

Example 1: We use the popular XMark DTD and docu-
ment [35], which simulates an online auction scenario. The
XMark document stores item information, auction (open
and closed) information as well as user information. The
“Assistant” (AS) role has the following access control rules
defined:

Figure 1: Example of QFilter.

R1: {AS, /site/open_auctions, read, +}

R2: {AS, /site/people/person/name, read, +}

R3: {AS, /site/people/person/address, read, +}

R4: {AS, /site/regions/namerica/item, read, +}

The corresponding QFilter NFA is shown in Figure 1. The
accept states of the QFilter correspond to positive rules. For
instance, accept state 3 corresponds to rule R1.

A new query “/site/open_auctions/interval” will be
accepted at state 31. Another query“/site/regions/*/item”
will be rewritten into“/site/regions/namerica/item”, which
only requests for accessible nodes. �

For more details of the QFilter approach, please refer to
[23, 24]. Moreover, it has been extended to handle multi-
user scenarios in [21, 20]. Please note that although HyXAC
employs QFilter for query pre-processing and sub-view defi-
nition, the concepts and mechanisms for fine-grained views,
sub-view sharing and dynamic view management are all orig-
inal contributions of HyXAC.

3. HYXAC: HYBRID XML ACCESS CON-

TROL
Conceptually, the HyXAC model is introduced in two

stages. In the first stage, we add fine-grained view manage-
ment to NFA-based access control enforcement, to create
sub-views for distinct access control rules, and allow sub-
views to be shared among roles. In the second stage, the
views are dynamically materialized and cached, to get max-
imum query evaluation performance for limited resources.

3.1 The HyXAC framework
In this section, we introduce our new model named Hybrid

XML Access Control (HyXAC). HyXAC is a hybrid model
produced by the combination of a pre-processing approach
(QFilter) and the view based approach.

The QFilter used in our approach is similar to the QFilter
described in the previous section. For now, we only consider
positive access control rules. First, a set of access control
rules are used to construct the NFA structure of QFilter.
When an access control rule is added, the last XPath step
from the XPath will result an accept state to be added to
the NFA. For instance, in Figure 1, state 6 is created and
set to be an accept state, when QFilter construction process
reaches the XPath step “/name”. Therefore, every accept

1The recursive semantics is employed in the 4-tuple model
– granting access to a node inherently grants access to the
entire subtree. For more details, please refer to [24].
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Figure 2: Example of sub-views in HyXAC.

state in the NFA corresponds to one access control rule. In
HyXAC, we introduce fine-grained view management. That
is, we create a sub-view for this rule, which stores the object
node(s) of the access control rule, i.e., the subtree rooting at
the XPath in the object field of the rule. However, this sub-
view is not necessarily materialized. In each accept state
of the NFA, the ID and status of the corresponding view is
stored.

During query processing, each query is first processed in
the NFA exactly the same as the QFilter approach [24].
When the last token from the query reaches an accept state
in the NFA, it implies that the query, or a re-written query,
is accepted by the QFilter. This query could be answered by
the raw XML document, without yielding any inaccessible
data. However, when the corresponding sub-view is mate-
rialized, we can exploit the view to answer the query, for
better query evaluation performance.

Example 2: Let us revisit Example 1 in the previous sec-
tion. If we employ HyXAC in this scenario, 4 sub-views will
be created for the“Assistant” role, as shown in Figure 2. For
instance, View 1 stores the subtree for“/site/open_auctions”.
Meanwhile, State 3 stores the ID of the view (View 1), as
well as the status of the view: materialized, or cached in
memory.

The query “//person[@pid=‘18’]/name”will be accepted
at State 6. If view 2 is materialized, we can answer the query
using the view, which is smaller to load into memory and
manipulate.

3.2 View sharing
In the conventional view-based access control enforcement

mechanisms, a view is created for every role. In the above
example, all four sub-views will be merged into one view,
which will be used to answer queries from role “AS”. How-
ever, many of the roles would have overlaps in access control
rules, hence, there is a lot of redundant data across all the
views.

To handle multiple roles, Multi-Role QFilter (MRQ) has
been introduced in [21]. In MRQ, rules from all roles are put
together to create one NFA, in which every state is attached
with an access-list and an accept-list.

Figure 3: Example of multiple roles in HyXAC.

Example 3: We add two roles: Auction Manager (AM)
and User Manager (UM), to the scenario in Example 1, with
the following access control rules2:

R5: {AM, /site/open_auctions, read, +}

R6: {AM, /site/closed_auctions, read, +}

R7: {AM, /site/people/person/name, read, +}

R8: {UM, /site/people/person, read, +}

The MRQ for all three roles are shown in Figure 3. In
particular, each state is attached with an access list and an
accept list. For instance, the lists for State 4 indicate that
this state is accessible to queries from all three roles, but
only accept queries from role “UM”. In HyXAC, 6 sub-views
are created for the accept states (i.e. rules). Please note
that View 6 actually contains Views 2 and 3, so that we
may not need to materialize the descendent views if View 6
is materialized. We will discuss this issue later. �

The redundant storage of data is one of the drawbacks of
the view-based approaches. Creating a view for every accept
state (i.e. every distinct access control rule) rather than cre-
ating one for every role, answers the problem of redundant
storage. Roles having identical access control rules would
share accept states in the MRQ, and hence share the sub-
views. For instance, if we employ conventional view-based
approaches for the roles in Example 3, three views will be
created, as shown in Figure 4. More duplicate data will be
observed when we have more roles.

In practice, if the sub-views are materialized, they could
be used to answer queries, for better query evaluation per-
formance. In particular, fine-grained views are relatively
smaller than conventional views, so that they are even faster
to load into memory. In the next section, we will discuss
how to select a subset of views to materialize to maximize
the performance with limited resource. Before we move to
sub-view management, we discuss some practical issues in
HyXAC.

2QFilter supports wildcards and predicates, hence, they are
also supported in HyXAC. For the simplicity of the illus-
trations, we only included simple path expressions in our
examples.
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Figure 4: Conventional views for the three roles in
Example 3.

3.3 Discussions
Handling negative rules. So far, we only considered pos-
itive rules – rules that grant access to a set of nodes. In [24],
a separate NFA is constructed for negative rules – all the
output from the positive NFA are processed in the negative
NFA, and the results are connected by a deep except oper-
ator. In HyXAC, negative rules could be handled in two
different ways: (1) same as [24], or (2) with views.

1. As introduced in [24], a separate NFA could be generated
to capture negative rules. Queries accepted by the posi-
tive NFA are further processed by the negative NFA, and a
“deep-except” operator is used to connect the outputs from
two NFAs. The result query could be directly answered by
the sub-view that is constructed from the positive rule. How-
ever, this solution is less efficient since: (1). the views are
larger than the need to be, since inaccessible XML nodes are
included; and 2. evaluation for queries with the deep-except
operator could be slow, since recursion is needed.

2. Another approach is to remove inaccessible XML nodes
from sub-views, so that queries (w/o deep-except) answered
by the sub-view would not yield any inaccessible data. Con-
sider that access is forbidden by default, negative rules are
only used to revoke access to a subset of nodes that have
been granted access by positive rules. Hence, each positive
rule may correspond to some negative rules, while “dangling
negative rules” could be ignored, since the object nodes are
inaccessible to the user by default. In HyXAC, each view
is created from a positive rule (or a set of positive rules),
hence, we can remove the nodes identified by the correspond-
ing negative rules from the view. In this way, when queries
reach the accept state and are to be answered by the view,
there will be no need to go through the negative NFA, since
the view only contains authorized data.

Example 4: Let us revisit Examples 1 and 3. Assume that
a negative rule is added for the role Assistant:

R9: {AS, /site/regions/*/item/payment, read, -}

The rule says that AS cannot read the <payment> child of
the <item> nodes. With the negative rule, View 4 will be
updated to eliminate all <payment> nodes. Next, a user of
the AS role issues the following query:

/site/regions/namerica/item[quantity>15]

The query will be accepted (as is) by the positive NFA
(shown in Figure 3) at state 10. In conventional solutions
[24], the query need to further go through the negative NFA
and the output will be appended to the original query with a
deep-except operator, which is computationally more expen-
sive. With HyXAC, View 4 could be materialized, and the

accepted query from positive NFA will be directly answered
the View 4. �

As we can see, in HyXAC, negative rules could be handled
by the sub-views, to provide better flexibility and efficiency.

Contained views and combined views. For access con-
trol rules from different roles, the nodes referred in the object
fields could have parent-child or ancestor-descendent rela-
tionships. Therefore, the corresponding views may contain
each other. As shown in Example 3, the object in R8 is the
ancestor of the objects in R2, R3 and R7. Hence, view 6 would
contain views 2 and 3. In this case, we may choose to (1)
drop views 2 and 3, and use view 6 to answer queries from
States 6 and 7 (note that this will not jeopardize security
since the queries generated by QFilter are safe). (2) Keep all
three views. It is up to the database administrator to pick
an option. In particular, approach (2) requires additional
storage, but provides better query evaluation performance
for queries from States 6 and 7.

Meanwhile, we may also choose to combine fine-grained
views, if we observe that the accept list for the corresponding
accept states are identical. That says, when some sub-views
are accessible for the same set of roles, they could combined.
In Example 3, Views 1 and 2 are both accessible for AS and
AM, but not UM, hence, we could combine those two sub-
views.

Queries requiring multiple views. Not all queries could
be answered by sub-views. Especially, some twig queries
may require access to multiple views. In Example 3, a user
from the AS role may submit this query:

/site/people/person[name=‘Alice’]/address

This query will be accepted at State 7, however, the cor-
responding view (view 3) does not have “<name>” nodes to
answer the twig query. Moreover, the XML engine may not
be able to join views 2 and 3 – attribute “id” of “<person>”
nodes is required for join, but it may not be preserved in
the views. Therefore, for queries that access nodes outside
of the destination views, they need to be answered by the
original document, or by the views that correspond to the
ancestor states of the NFA.

The portion of queries that require multiple views highly
depends on the query pattern and design of access control
rules. For instance, the design of R2 and R3 in Example 1
is highly likely to cause queries that cannot be answered by
a sub-view. Such problems could be avoided by carefully
designed access control rules, as well as forcing sub-views
at ancestor states in the NFA. In particular, for logically-
related rules, it is suggested to push the sub-view to their
ancestor states in the NFA, so that twig queries could be
answered by the sub-view. In the above example, a sub-
view could be generated for NFA state 5 (Figure 2) to han-
dle such twig queries. However, this move may slow down
query processing by introducing larger views, which take
more time to load, and decrease flexibility in view manage-
ment. In real-world applications, we may often observe such
logically-related rules, especially with complex ACR. An op-
timal solution is to observe the pattern of the queries, and
merge views that are often requested in the same query. On
the other hand, logically-unrelated rules, such as R3 and R4

in the example, would not cause such problem.
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4. DYNAMIC VIEW MANAGEMENT
In Section 3, we have demonstrated the HyXAC frame-

work with fine-grained views. In this section, we will look
at the dynamic implementation of the HyXAC model. The
main goal of HyXAC model is to improve the query perfor-
mance under constrained situations where there are limited
resources available. In particular, not all the views can be
materialized and stored in system memory because of mem-
ory constraints. We select the views to be materialized to
maximize the query evaluation performance. We first ana-
lyze the baseline without fine-grained views, so that queries
are answered by the document. We then present the case
where fine-grained views are materialized and stored on the
hard drive. Finally, we introduce a cost-benefit model for
dynamic view caching (i.e. loading to memory).

4.1 The Baseline
In the conventional pre-processing approach (e.g. [24]),

safe queries are evaluated over the original XML document.
In the first stage, all the queries are passed through the
QFilter to get safe queries. Let the time taken for process-
ing a query by QFilter be tQF,qi . Assuming that there are N
safe queries that passed through the QFilter, then, the time
taken for processing all the N queries by the QFilter will be∑N

i=1 tQF,qi . The N queries are further evaluated against
the original XML document on an XML engine. The total
query processing time would be:

∑N
i=1(tL(D)+ tD,qi), where

tL(D) denotes the time to load the XML document (we as-
sume that documents are loaded on-the-fly), and tD,qi de-
notes query processing time. Note that, the document load
time linearly increases with the size of the document, and
it is usually significantly larger than the query evaluation
time. Assume that the document does not stay in memory
– it is loaded for every query, the average end-to-end query
processing time for all N queries would be:

TB =

∑N
i=1(tQF,qi + tD,qi)

N
+ tL(D) (1)

The first part (QFilter processing time and query evalu-
ation time) is relatively moderate, but the second part is
generally more expensive, because loading a document from
hard drive is relatively time consuming.

4.2 HyXAC with fine grained views
Nowadays, cost for secondary storage, in particular, hard

drives, are getting extremely low. On the other hand, the
fine-grained view management in HyXACminimizes the over-
laps between sub-views. Hence, we could assume that all the
sub-views are materialized but not pre-loaded in memory –
each sub-view is stored in an XML file on hard drive (we will
discuss dynamic view materialization later in the section).
In HyXAC query processing, all queries from the NFA will
be answered by the materialized sub-view that corresponds
to the accept state. Hence, the time to load a sub-view to the
memory could be denoted as tL(Vk), where k = GetV iew(qi)
is a function that returns the ID of the view that answers
qi. In practise, the view ID is stored in the accept state.
Let the time taken to answer query qi over this sub-view be
tVk,qi . In this approach, we first assume that the memory
is cleared of the view once the query is answered. Then the
sub-view that answers the next query is loaded into memory

again. In HyXAC, the end-to-end query processing time for
a single query qi is given by:

TH,qi = tQF,qi + tL(VGetV iew(qi)
) + tVGetV iew(qi)

,qi

For N queries, the average query processing time is:

TH =

∑N
i=1(tQF,qi + tL(VGetV iew(qi)

) + tVGetV iew(qi)
,qi)

N

Assume that nk queries are answered by view Vk, the above
equation could be decomposed into:

TH =

∑N
i=1(tQF,qi + tVGetV iew(qi)

,qi)

N
+

∑M
k=1(tL(Vk) × nk)

N
(2)

where M is the total number of views and N =
∑M

k=1 nk.

The first part of TH is slightly faster than the first part
in TB (Equation 1), since evaluating the query on a view
is faster than evaluating the query on a document. The
second part is significantly faster than tL(D) in Equation 1
– the time for loading the document is linear to the size of
the document, and the view is much smaller compared with
the document.

As we can see, HyXAC with fine grained views will per-
form better than traditional method. However, we still ex-
pect to improve it further. In the equation, the query pro-
cessing by QFilter and the evaluation of the query over the
views are optimized. Meanwhile, the second part (loading
the view from secondary storage) can be enhanced. We came
up with a new solution which can improve the average query
processing time.

4.3 HyXAC with dynamic view caching
In database management systems, we always have a chunk

of memory that could be used to cache data. Frequently
queried tables or XML documents are temporarily kept in
memory to expedite query processing. In this subsection, we
introduce dynamic sub-view caching techniques to HyXAC,
for better end-to-end query performance. In particular, we
introduce a cost-benefit model for dynamic sub-view caching.
First, we analyze the cost and benefit of caching a view Vk:

Cost. When the size of the view Vk is SVk , the cost of
caching this view is a function of the size: CVk = C(SVk ). In
most cases, the cost increases linearly with the size: CVk ∝
SVk . However, there are certain scenarios where the cost
varies based on certain additional factors. For instance, in
database-as-a-service scenarios, the price of renting the re-
sources may vary. In this paper, we consider the size of the
view as the cost: CVk = SVk .
On the other hand, the total affordable cost (e.g. total

available memory) is limited to Cmax. We assume that we

cannot afford to cache all views:
∑M

k=1 CVk > Cmax.

Benefit. Caching a view in memory saves the time required
for loading the view every time a query needs to be answered
by that view. This eliminates the loading time tL(Vk). So
the query processing time reduces to:

THD,qi = tQF,qi + tVGetV iew(qi)
,qi

while bvk = Δtqi = tL(Vk) is the benefit for qi. Assuming
that there are nk queries being answered by view Vk, the
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total benefit of caching the view in memory is bvk × nk.
Please note that, ultimately, benefit should be modeled as
the “improvement of user satisfaction”. Research from us-
ability community has shown that the frustration of the user
may not increase linearly with the waiting time. For in-
stance, when wait time gets longer, user’s frustration may
increase exponentially. In this paper, we adopt the sim-
ple linear model, however, the bVk in our cost-benefit model
could be easily altered to fit into more complicate usability
models.

With the cost-benefit model, the problem becomes: to
select a subset of views, so that the total cost is less than
or equal to Cmax , while maximize the total benefit. This is
a classic 0/1 Knapsack Problem, which could be described
as: given a set of items, each has a weight and a value, fill
the knapsack with a subset of items, so that the combined
weight is under the capacity, while total value is maximized.

In our scenario, we define a view loading vector L =
[l1, l2, ..., LM ], where lk ∈ {0, 1} indicating whether the view
Vk is cached. The total cost is then denoted as:

C =
M∑

k=1

(CVk × lk) =

M∑

k=1

(SVk × lk) (3)

And the total benefit is denoted as:

B =

M∑

k=1

(bVk × nk × lk) =

M∑

k=1

(tL(Vk) × nk × lk) (4)

Formally, our problem is to find a loading vector L, so that
C ≤ Cmax, while B is maximized.
The knapsack problem is known to be NP-hard. Many

polynomial time approximation approaches have been pro-
posed in the literature [16, 25]. In this paper, we employ the
classic Greedy Approximation [17], which has a O(n) time
complexity (assuming that the benefit-cost ratios (BCR) are
already sorted), while provide good approximation when ci
is relatively small compared with Cmax. Please note that
any approximation approach of the knapsack problem could
be employed in HyXAC. We choose greedy algorithm in this
paper for its simplicity in presentation and relatively good
performance; so that we do not deviate from the main con-
tribution of HyXAC.

The benefit-cost ratio (BCR) is defined as the ratio of the
benefit of caching a view, relative to the cost, i.e., benefit
for unit cost. The BCR for caching view Vk is defined as:

BCR =
bVk × nk

CVk

=
tL(Vk) × nk

SVk

(5)

SVk , denoting the size of view Vk, could be easily measured.
On the other hand, tL(Vk) is approximately linear to the size
of Vk. It could be assessed with a simple experiment too.
However, nk, denoting the number of queries hitting view
Vk, is not always available. We discuss three cases:

Case 1: known query pattern. Assume that we have
observed the incoming query pattern (i.e., we know the frac-
tion of queries that hit each view), and the future queries
follow the same pattern as the observed queries. That is,
nk is known, and could be used to predict the number (or
portion) of queries hitting view Vk in the future. In this
case, we can employ the greedy approximation algorithm

illustrated in Algorithm 1 to get the view loading vector
L = [l1, l2, ...lM ], in which li = 1 indicates that view i would
be cached in memory, and li = 0 indicates that view i would
not be cached.

Algorithm 1 Greedy approximation for HyXAC view
caching with know query pattern

Require: M : the total number of sub-views
Require: Cmax: the maximum cost
Require: c[1, ..,M ]: the cost of sub-views
Require: n[1, ..,M ]: number of queries hitting sub-views
Require: b[1, ..,M ]: the benefit of the sub-views
1: return l[1, ..,M ]: the view-loading vector
2: for i = 1 to M do
3: s[i] = b[i]× n[i]/c[i];
4: end for
5: sort s[i] in descending order, with index array

ind[1, ...M ]
6: C = 0;
7: for i = 1 to M do
8: l[ind[i]] = 0
9: if C + c[ind[i]] < Cmax then
10: l[ind[i]] = 1
11: C = C + c[ind[i]]
12: end if
13: end for

Note that, in line 2, the index array contains the original
view ID of the sorted views, e.g. ind[1] denotes the view
ID of the view with highest benefit-cost ratio. The greedy
algorithm starts from Line 4: we use a loop to go through
the views, from the highest BCR to the lowest. In each
iteration, we check whether there is capacity to load the
current view. If yes, we load the view and move to the next.

Case 2: unknown query pattern. In the case that we
do not know the distribution of the queries, we make the
assumption that queries come in a unified pattern. That is,
the number of queries answered by view Vk is proportional to
the size of the view: nk ∝ SVk . Therefore, we can consider
the total number of queries answered by a view Vk to be
nk = ρ×SVk , where ρ is the number of queries answered by
unit size. The benefit-cost ratio is now modified as:

BCR =
bVk × ρ× SVk

CVk

= ρ× tL(Vk) (6)

Therefore, the greedy approximation will start from the
largest view. In each iteration, the largest “affordable” view
is set to be cached, until no more affordable views are avail-
able.

Case 3: dynamic decision. A more optimized solution
will be to make view-caching decisions decanically. That is,
at time t, use the view patterns observed during a time win-
dow [t − t0], t, and apply Algorithm 1 to select views to be
cached. Views may be unloaded from memory if they are
not hit by queries during the time period, while frequently
queried views are “promoted” to reside in memory. In the
implementation, a counter (FIFO queue) is attached at ev-
ery accept state, to store the number of queries in a unit
time. Every period of t0, the decision algorithm queries the
accept states to get the query distribution to decide which
views to be cached.
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Algorithm 2 Greedy approximation for HyXAC view
caching with unified query pattern

Require: M : the total number of sub-views
Require: Smax: the maximum cost (total available size)
Require: s[1, ..,M ]: the size of sub-views
1: return l[1, ..,M ]: the view-loading vector
2: sort s[i] in descending order, with index array

ind[1, ...M ]
3: S = 0;
4: for i = 1 to M do
5: l[ind[i]] = 0
6: if S + s[ind[i]] < Smax then
7: l[ind[i]] = 1
8: S = S + s[ind[i]]
9: end if
10: end for

4.4 Dynamic view materialization.
So far, we have assumed that the sub-views are all mate-

rialized and stored on hard drives. As we have introduced,
with fine-grained view management, it is expected that over-
laps between views are significantly reduced, when compared
with conventional views. However, there still exist overlaps
that cause redundancy in storage, such as Views 2, 3, 6 in
Example 3 (Figure 3). As we introduced in previous section,
contained views (e.g. Views 2, 3) do not need to be materi-
alized, since the container view (View 6) could be employed
to answer the queries. To further eliminate redundant stor-
age in HyXAC, we only need to materialize the frequently
queried views.

We can employ the cost-benefit analysis method, as in-
troduced above, for dynamic view materialization. In view
materialization, the benefit will be the difference between
HyXAC query processing time (TH in Equation 2) and base-
line query processing time (TB in Equation 1). The cost will
be the storage for the corresponding view. Again, this be-
comes a knapsack problem, which could be approximated
with polynomial-time solutions.

Moreover, if we combine both view materialization and
view caching in one dynamic process, it becomes the classic
generalized assignment problem. The generalized assignment
problem could be described as: given N items and M bins,
for each item xi against each bin bj , there is a weight wi,j

and a value (also called profit) vi,j . The goal is to assign
items into bins so that (1) the total weights in each bin is
under the capacity ωj of the bin, and (2) the total value is
maximized. The dynamic view materialization and caching
problem in HyXAC is a generalized assignment problem with
2 bins (M = 2). The generalized assignment problem itself
is known to be NP-hard and APX-hard. Various approxima-
tion methods have been proposed in the literature, e.g. [36,
32]; a survey is available at [9]. In HyXAC, as M = 2 and
wi,j is much smaller than ωj , a simple greedy approximation
is expected to achieve relatively good result. In this paper,
we do not go into further details of the 2-bin optimization
problem, so that we do not deviate from the focus on access
control.

5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Experiment settings. To demonstrate the effectiveness
of our approach, we have performed intensive experiments to
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Figure 5: End-to-end query processing time for
baseline approach.

compare HyXAC and conventional approaches. First, we use
an implementation of QFilter in [24]. We further implement
HyXAC on top of QFilter in Java. We use Galax [13] for
query evaluation, and use Galax’s Java API to communicate
between HyXAC and Galax.

We use the XMark benchmark [35] to generate XML docu-
ments of various sizes. We construct two sets of access con-
trol rules: each set contains approximately 10 rules, with
RS1 grants access to a larger portion of the XML trees
(portions of accessible nodes vary for different documents).
Meanwhile, we construct 3 sets of XPath queries, with 250,
500, and 1000 queries (with different probabilities for wild-
cards in the XPath), respectively. Every query is submit-
ted on behalf of both roles, and the average query process-
ing time is recorded. Note that we do not include “access-
denied” queries since they are rejected by the NFA and are
not processed by the XML DB. Meanwhile, a very small
portion of accepted twig queries require multiple sub-views
in the evaluation, we eliminated such queries as well.

Baseline. The baseline is the conventional pre-processing
approach. We use Multi-Role QFilter (MRQ) to process
incoming queries. The output safe queries are then submit-
ted to Galax, which loads the XML documents from hard
drive, and evaluate the queries against the document. We
used 5 documents: approximately 5 MB (MBytes), 11 MB,
25 MB, 43 MB and 52 MB, respectively. We assume that
the available memory space is sufficient to load the queried
document in its entirety, but cannot hold all of them in long-
term. That is, documents are loaded on-the-fly during query
processing. End-to-end query processing times are shown in
Figure 5. The results confirm our assumption that query
processing times are dominated by document loading and
parsing times, and appear to be linear to the size of the
documents.

HyXAC with fine grained views. In this experiment, we
assume that fine-grained views are constructed and stored
on hard drive, for every accept state in the MRQ constructed
in the baseline approach. The queries are answered by the
views, instead of the documents. Therefore, the document
loading in the baseline approach is replaced by view load-
ing. It is undoubtable that HyXAC significantly outper-
forms baseline when the document size increases. To demon-
strate the advantage of HyXAC even with a smaller doc-
ument (so that the constant overhead of MRQ and view
management becomes relatively significant), we use the 5MB
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Figure 6: End-to-end query processing times for
HyXAC with fine-grained views.

XML document in the rest of the experiments. Role 1 has ac-
cess to approximately 20% of the document (by size), while
role 2 has access to approximately 15% of the document.

For each role, we sort the sub-views based on their costs
(i.e. sizes), and record the average query processing times for
queries hitting each sub-view. End-to-end query processing
times for both roles are shown in Figure 6. Again, query
processing time is mostly dominated by view loading and
parsing times.

As we can see from the results, end-to-end query pro-
cessing time is approximately linear to the size of the docu-
ment. As the sizes of sub-views are significantly smaller than
the original document, we have observed 12x to 600x im-
provement of query processing performance (compared with
original QFilter approach). Meanwhile, if we utilize con-
ventional view-based approaches, the view for each rule-set
would be the combination of all sub-views for the RS. Com-
pared with conventional views, the basic HyXAC approach
could achieve approximately 3x-150x performance improve-
ment.

HyXAC with dynamic views caching. In this experi-
ment, we assume that a small chunk of memory (Cmax KB)
is available to cache the sub-views. We assume that the
query pattern is known, and then employ the cost-benefit
model to identify the views to be cached. We use the greedy
approximation introduced in Algorithm 1. We conduct the
experiments for two roles separately, to better illustrate in-
cremental view caching. Figure 7 demonstrates the memory
utilization ratio, when the available cache memory varies
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Figure 7: HyXAC with dynamic view management:
cache memory utilization ratio. Numbers of cached
sub-views are shown on the right of each bar.

from 100KB to 1100KB. Please note that 4 out of 10 views
are shared between both roles, and 1400KB of cache is enough
to host all views for two roles.

Next, we assess the query evaluation performance, with
dynamic view caching. We submit queries from all query
sets on behalf of each role, and record the average end-to-
end query processing time. Again, the greedy approximation
algorithm in Algorithm 1 was implemented to identify views
to be cached, while the available memory for view caching
varies from 100KB to 1100KB. The results are shown in
Figure 8. Note that the white bars demonstrate the average
query evaluation time when none of the views are cached,
just for comparison. As expected, query evaluation perfor-
mance improves when more views are cached in memory. In
particular, when all the views are loaded in memory, the
query processing time denotes the time for XML engine to
evaluate the XPath queries and generate results, which can-
not be further optimized outside the XML engine.

Discussions. In the experiments, we assumed that the
XML engine does not have intelligent memory management
– no built-in document caching capabilities. This is true
for Galax and many other open source XML database en-
gines, to the best of our knowledge. For instance, in Galax,
Galax.loadDocument() needs to be explicitly invoked to load
the document in memory. Meanwhile, for XML engines that
could cache frequently queried XML documents, HyXAC
still has significant advantages due to fine-grained view man-
agement. Smaller sub-views in HyXAC provides more flex-
ibility for document caching: (1) memory utilization would
be improved due to the smaller size of the views; (2) cache
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Figure 8: HyXAC with dynamic view management:
average end-to-end query processing time with var-
ious cache memory size.

hit ratio is expected to be better again due to fine-grained
views – it becomes possible to remove unused portion of
the XML document from memory; and (3) cache update
becomes more efficient since I/O is faster with smaller sub-
views.

6. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we present HyXAC, a hybrid XML access

control enforcement mechanism. HyXAC first employs the
pre-processing approach QFilter to process queries. With
fine-grained view management, a sub-view is defined for each
access control rule (i.e. an accept state in the NFA), and
queries accepted by the access control rule are answered by
the corresponding sub-view. In this way, views are not de-
fined in a per-role basis, so that overlaps among views are
minimized, and sub-views are shared among roles. Further-
more, the dynamic view management mechanism allocates
the available resources (memory and secondary storage) to
materialize and cache sub-views to improve query perfor-
mance. Experimental results show that HyXAC optimizes
the usage of system resource, and improves the performance
of query processing.
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